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Are you getting traffic to your website, but struggling to convert

that traffic into leads, customers and clients?

If so, then you're not you're alone.

Many aspiring entrepreneurs, small business owners, authors,

artists, coaches, practitioners and experts I speak to regularly

have problems getting people to buy their products and services.

Because they're not seeing good results, they'll usually end up

spending more money on paid ads, hiring an SEO, redesigning

their website, and so on.

Yet the results remain the same -- still no more leads or sales.

Here's the problem with this approach:

If you're driving cold traffic to your homepage or sales page,

you're going to always have a very poor conversion ratevery poor conversion rate .

It doesn't matter how much traffic you get to your website. If you

don't provide value up front, no one will buy.

Keep in mind, this is notnot a traffic problem; it's a conversion

problem.

There's something wrong or missing in your sales sequence.

That's why people aren't buying anything.

Introduction



So before you start selling your products or services to random

visitors, you need to first develop trust and rapport with them.

How do you create trust and rapport with your website visitors?

If you're not seeing good results, it's probably because you don't

have a compelling lead magnet to offer your visitors.

If you have a good lead magnet to offer your visitors then you can

bet that you'll get more people to sign up to your email list.

They'll also be much more likely to move through your sales

sequence and end up buying one of your products and services if

they feel like they've received value.

What is a lead magnet?What is a lead magnet?

A lead magnet is essentially an irresistible offerirresistible offer that you give

away for free in exchange for their contact info -- usually a name,

email address and/or phone number.

Why do you need a lead magnet?Why do you need a lead magnet?

The lead magnet is one of the most important elements of your

sales funnel.

It's the first offer your website visitors see when visiting your

landing page or blog post -- so first impressions matter.

By offering your blog readers and website visitors a compelling

lead magnet, you're creating goodwill, trust and rapport with

them.

Without a good lead magnet, your conversions will remain low,

and you won't make as many sales on the backend.



So it's important to spend some time doing research and putting

some thought into creating the right lead magnet for business.

A good lead magnet will essentially help you:

Position yourself as a genuine authority or solution to a

problem

Qualify your prospects

Build rapport and trust with your prospects

Build an email list fast

Unfortunately a lot of people drop the ball when it comes to

creating a good lead magnet.

I know because I've spent a lot of time working on creating lead

magnets that didn't convert well at all.

But after a lot of trial and error, I realized what it takes to create a

compelling lead magnet.

In this guide, I'm going to share with you 30+ examples and 9+

types of lead magnets that you can model and use for your own

business.

You'll also learn the 7 essential elements of a perfect lead magnet

and

By studying these lead magnet ideas and examples you should be

able to create a compelling one for your own business in no time.



If you want to create a compelling lead magnet for your business,

then you need to focus on the 7 essential elements that make up a

good lead magnet.

Here's the key ingredients to creating a great lead magnet:

1. It's Highly specific
One of the biggest mistakes I see entrepreneurs and business

owners make when creating their lead magnet is that they don't

make their lead magnet specific enough.

For example, when I visit a website on a particular topic, I'll usually

see something like "Sign up for my newsletter", "Enter your name

and email to get the latest updates", and so on.

While this is better than nothing, it's still not compelling enough.

Why should I sign up to your newsletter? What's in it for me? Why

should I give you my time and attention?

Creating a good lead magnet is also not just about cramming all

your knowledge about a particular topic into an ebook and then

hoping people will like it.

7 Essential Elements of
a Perfect Lead Magnet



Rather, you should focus on one specific problem and solution to 

that problem. That's why it's really important to understand your 

prospects' greatest needs and wants before you create your lead 

magnet.

It's better to focus on creating lead magnets that deliver one 

specific result for the prospective customer or client. This way 

won't have to make sense of everything you put in front of them, 

and instead can take action and get results from your lead 

magnet.

2. It Has a High perceived value
When it comes to creating lead magnets, perception is everything. 

If you offer something that is good, but you downplay the value of 

it, then your visitors won't be compelled to sign up for it.

What you call your lead magnet is important. So instead of calling 

it a "Report", call it Checklist or a Cheatsheet.

3. It Has a High Actual Value
The actual value of your lead magnet is just as important -- if not 

more -- as it's perceived value. If you deliver a lead magnet that 

isn't compelling, then your prospects won't stay around to listen 

what you have to say, let alone buy your products and services.

So to make sure you consistently deliver high actual value, make 

sure you check off each of the items in the checklist when creating 

your lead magnet. This way you can be fairly certain that the 

person consuming your lead magnet will be getting great value.

4. It's Relevant to Your Core Offer
Your lead magnet should be related to your main product or



service. Think of a lead magnet as being a smaller piece of your

core offer -- but can also be offered as a stand-alone product.

For example, if you're goal is to get your prospects to buy your

coaching package, then create a lead magnet that will be relevant

to that main offer.

5. It's Easily Consumable
Every day we are bombarded with thousands of messages and it's

only getting worse.

That's why it's more important to focus on creating lead magnets

that can be consumed quickly so that your prospect doesn't lose

interest.

Your lead magnet should be easily "digestible" and should

provide immediate gratification. In other words, your prospect

should be able to consume your lead magnet fast -- preferably

within 10 minutes or less.

If you write a "free report" that's 100 pages long full of content,

then there's a chance that your prospects won't ever get through

the entire report. And if they don't get through it then it's unlikely

they'll take the next step -- which is usually to buy your product or

service.

So make sure to create a lead magnet that is easily consumable by

your prospect so that they get the best possible value and result

from it.

6. It Has a Benefit Driven Title
Don't underestimate the title of your lead magnet. It's the first

thing that your visitors will see when they land on your landing

page and if it doesn't appeal to them, then they'll click the back



button.

The title should be relevant, useful, specific. If your title is too

broad and doesn't address the needs of your prospect, then you

will probably have a poor conversion rate.

Whereas, if you make the title extremely relevant to your visitor

then they'll most likely sign up for it.

The purpose of the title is to get your visitors to read the rest of

your copy. If your title is unclear then they won't stay around to

read the rest of the page.

An example of a bad lead magnet title would be something like:

"how to lose weight". This title is too broad and not very

compelling.

Instead, use something like "How to Lose 10 lbs in 10 days". This

title is very specific and compelling. You of course want to make

sure the claim you make is true and realistic without making it less

appealing.

7. You'll Get Immediate Gratification
People need immediate gratification so don't make them wait to

consume your lead magnet. If you're offering an ebook, then

make sure that they receive it in their inbox within 5 minutes.

Try to avoid creating long email courses (30 day, 60 day, etc.) as a

lead magnet. The longer your subscriber has to wait to consume

the content, the longer it will take to convert your customers into

buyers. If you're offering a free trial, then a 7-day or 14-day trial

can be sufficient.



One of the fastest paths to success is to model something that

works and make it your own.

I first came across this concept many years ago while watching a

Tony Robbins seminar.

It's extremely powerful.

There's no point in reinventing the wheel. If someone has already

created a process or system that works, why not model it?

You'll fast track your results.

It doesn't mean that you'll get the same results as the person

you're modelling because there's other factors that influence that,

but at least you'll have a head start.

In this section, you're going to get some of the best examples of

lead magnet examples from the best marketings in the world.

1. Checklist
The checklist is one of the simplest and fastest ways to create a

lead magnet.

Checklists are extremely useful as a resource, and therefore have

a high perceived value.

23 Compelling Lead
Magnet Types



By creating a checklist for your prospects, you're making their

lives easier by providing the essential steps for that particular

topic (i.e social media, webinars, etc.)

For example, here's a checklist offered by Hubspot on creating

the ultimate webinar:

Notice that it includes all the steps to creating a valuable webinar

including the before, during and after stages of development.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/hubspot-webinar.png


This particular checklist lead magnet offered by Teachable is also

very compelling:

It's very specific (7 steps to launch your own online course), has

social proof (10000+ people) and also has a high perceived value.

2. Cheat sheet
Cheat sheets are another great way to build your email list.

A cheat sheet is essentially a resource or reference tool to make it

easier to accomplish a specific goal.

Here's a cheat sheet offered by Jon Morrow:

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/teachable-checklist.png


In this cheat sheet, you get "52 Headline Hacks" for writing blog

posts that go viral.

This is a compelling offer because it has high perceived value,

speaks to a specific desire, and is relevant to bloggers.

3. Report/Guide
A free report or guide is usually 10 page to 50 page report on

how to solve a specific problem.

This lead magnet by Eben Pagan (aka David D'angelo) is offered

as a free report on the 10 biggest mistakes men make with

women.

What's compelling about this lead magnet is that it creates a lot of

curiosity for the men visiting his site.

And the only way to satisfy that curiosity is to sign up for it. Read

the copy and see for yourself:

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Screen-Shot-2016-03-19-at-3.38.05-PM.png


Here's another similar type of lead magnet (free guide) which

piques curiosity.

If your site is hosted on Wordpress then you likely want to know

what these devastating mistakes are.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/eben-pagan-free-report.png
http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/free-guide-lead-magnet.png


4. Worksheet
Worksheets are great for going for delving deeper into a

particular area of your topic.

They can include exercises and questions that your prospect

needs to fill out in order to accomplish a specific goal.

This worksheet by Digital Marketer is compelling it's very specific

(how to create a customer avatar), has a high perceived value

(worksheet) and highly relevant to people looking for ways to

define their target audience.

5. Tools & Resources
Tools and resources reports can be extremely valuable to offer as

a lead magnet because visitors want to know what you do to build

something -- a website, membership site, etc.

Here's an example of a tools and resources lead magnet by the

Membership Guys:

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/digital-marketer-worksheet.png


In this report, you'll learn what tools they use, why they use them,

and other recommendations for building a successful membership

site.

6. Challenge
Challenges can be a great way to build trust with your audience.

By going through the challenge, they'll have an opportunity to

transform themselves in some way.

If they get results, then they'll become a raving fan and will buy

what else you have to offer.

Betty Rocker offers a 30-day body weight challenge to her

subscribers. It's completely free and it's delivered as a 30 day

video sequence.

Note:Note: Although, I still recommend creating lead magnets that are

easily consumed -- within 5-10 minutes -- it can be worth it testing

this longer sequence with your audience. It can work particularly

well in a health and fitness type space as it has for Betty.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/membership-guys-tools.png


Here's another challenge by Deepak Chopra and Oprah. If you

follow them, then you're probably aware of their 21 day

challenges (meditation, mindfulness, love, relationship, health,

etc.).

The initial challenge is free, but once it's over then you'll have to

pay to get the full 21 days.

This is a great strategy to turn your free lead magnet into paid

content without much effort.

7. Case Study
Case studies are great for B2B companies looking to establish

credibility and trust with their prospects.

Here's a case study by Kissmetrics on how to extract results from

your marketing channels.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Screen-Shot-2016-04-09-at-5.50.38-PM.png
http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/oprah-challenge.png


9. Online Workshop
Online workshops are compelling because people who sign up for

it will be much more likely to buy your products and services,

especially you deliver exceptional value.

Jon Loomer offers a free workshop on how to master Facebook

lead ads.

The workshop is approximately 3 hours and is free as a lead

magnet.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/kissmetrics-case-study.png


10. Free Book Chapter
If you've written a book or are planning to write one, then giving

away a free chapter of your book can make for an excellent lead

magnet.

If the reader likes your book, you can upsell them on purchasing

the full book.

Here's how Tim Ferris offers a free chapter of his "4-hour work

week" book on his homepage:

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/jon-loomer-workshop.png


11. Q&A Video
Q & A videos can be a great way to establish rapport, trust and

credibility with your target audience.

This lead magnet by Dr. Hyman is compelling because it's

completely counter-intuitive.

How can you possibly eat fat and get thin?

Most people have the belief that if they eat fats that they'll gain

weight. So what he offers here is counter-intuitive to the average

dieter who doesn't know any better.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/tim-ferris-chapter.png
http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/dr-hyman-video.png


12. Webinar
Webinars are one of the most effective ways to boost conversions

on your offers.

If you send people straight to a webinar from a landing page then

you're much more likely to have a higher conversion rate because

it has a much higher perceived valuehigher perceived value than other types of lead

magnets.

Amy Porterfield offers a free live master class on how to create

and deliver your first 5-figure webinar.

This lead magnet works so well because it's very specific and

targeted towards people who want to know how to create and

launch their webinars. There's no guessing in terms of what it is,

who it's for, and what they're going to get.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/amy-porterfield-webinar.png


13. Video Training Series13. Video Training Series
Another effective way to deliver your lead magnet is through a

video training series.

Usually a video training series has 3 videos in the sequence which

teaches about a specific topic.

Nick Stephenson uses this lead magnet to teach authors how to

get their first 10,000 readers.

14. Toolkits
A toolkit is a bundle of lead magnets geared towards helping a

person gain the knowledge and skills in a particular area.

A toolkit is a great lead magnet because it has a very high

perceived value.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/nick-stephenson-video-training.png


Here's a toolkit offered by Hubspot on how to build an inbound

team.

The kit comes with a 4 guides and reports on the different aspects

of building your inbound team.

15. eBook
Ebooks are one of the most common lead magnets used.

Do they still work?

Absolutely.

Although they aren't as effective as they used to be, a lot of great

marketers still use ebooks to generate leads.

Here's an ebook by Dr. Josh Axe on how to makeover your

medicine cabinet:

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/hubspot-toolkit.png


Here's another one by Jeff Goins on how to build your audience:

16. Audit
An audit is another unique yet effective way to build your email

list.

An audit is essentially a guide that you create for someone so that

they can assess their current strategy.

For example, here's an audit by Digital Marketer, called the "10-

minute social media audit". It's a simple lead magnet which allows

you to grade your social media strategy.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/dr-josh-axe-ebook.png
http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/jeff-goins-ebook.png


17. Live Video Training
Live streaming training is becoming more popular.

It seems a lot more savvy marketers are using this technology to

train people.

Some people believe that live video training will make webinars

obsolete -- and it's possible -- but I still think that webinars have

their place.

Either way, live video training his highly effective and much more

interactive since you see the person and they can interact with you

in real-time.

Here's how Josh Turner offers live video training for his linked

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/social-media-audit-digital-marketer.png


selling system.

18. Free Trial
If you're selling software or a subscription service, then a free trial

can be extremely enticing to your target audience.

If your software delivers on it's promise and helps them save

money, time and energy, then they'll likely renew their

subscription at the end of the trial.

Freshbooks offers a 30 day free trial for their accounting software

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/josh-turner-live-stream.png


and it has worked well for them.

Russell Brunson also offers a free 14-day trial for his Clickfunnels

system.

19. Template
Templates are incredibly useful and have a very high perceived

value since it usually ends up saving your prospect a lot of time

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/freshbooks-free-trial.png
http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/russell-brunson-click-funnels.png


and money.

For example, Hubspot offers 50 free CTA button templates for

immediate use. This is very useful for people who don't want to

waste a lot of time testing and would prefer something ready

made.

Here's another free template they offer which helps you calculate

traffic and leads in excel.

20. Online Course
As I mentioned earlier, the higher the perceived value of your lead

magnet, the higher your conversion rate will be.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/hubspottemplate.png
http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/hubspot-template-lead-magnet.png


There are a lot of great lead magnet ideas, but one of the best

ones you can create is an online course.

By offering a free online course for your prospective students, you

will give them the opportunity to get familiar with your teaching

style and achieve a specific outcome.

They will feel as though you provided them tremendous value and

will be likely to take other courses that you offer.

Teachable offers a free course on how to launch your online

course.

21. Newsletter
Like ebooks, newsletters are one of the most common lead

magnets offered.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/teachable-online-course.png


However, most people don't make it compelling enough to sign

up for. They'll usually have something plan like "subscribe to my

newsletter" which will kill your conversion rate.

Here's how Content Marketing Institute offers their newsletter:

It's compelling because it has social proof (over 150,000 peers),

and an exclusive ebook as a bonus to signing up.

22. Quiz/Assessment
Quizzes are great for getting your visitors to interact with your

website and qualify them as subscribers.

People who finish a quiz are much more likely to optin to your

email list.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/content-marketing-institute-newsletter.png


To create a compelling quiz you don't need a lot of questions. As

long as the person is engaging that's all that really matters. The

purpose is to get them to sign up at the end for the results.

Quizzes also allow you to segment your list. So for example, if

you're targeting 2 different groups (i.e people starting a business,

people growing their business), then you'd add them to a

different email list based on their test results.

Tony Robbins uses quizzes well on his site. I filled out this quiz on

Tony Robbins site:

Once I completed it, it asked me to enter my name and email to

get the results.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/tony-robbins-quiz-lead-magnet.png


Unfortunately, I don't see a lot of people using as many quizzes as

lead magnets, but I'm sure if you test it out on your site, you

might be surprised with the results!

23. Free Shipping/Discount
Everyone wants free shipping when shopping online for physical

products. It's almost expected to be offered -- even if you need to

spend a little more to get it (i.e placing an over $25 at Amazon to

get it)

However, instead of just offering free shipping like that, you can

get visitors to optin to your email list to receive it. This seems

works really well.

Swanson Supplements does this by offering 10% off & free

shipping for first time subscribers.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/tony-robbins-quiz.png


Final Thoughts
If you're looking to build your email list fast, then you'll need to

create a compelling lead magnet -- one that will capture the

attention of your target audience when they first see it.

Gone are the days where you can just use "Sign Up to My

Newsletter" or "Sign Up For My Email List". People are inundated

by hundreds of messages each day, and they don't need more

mediocre messages in their inbox.

By using one of these 23 lead magnet types, you'll be able to

create a lead magnet in no time that will not only build your email

list, but will engage your audience, build trust, and get sales.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/free-shipping-swanson.png


9 Ways to Promote
Your Lead Magnet

If you want more leads and subscribers, then I'm going to show 

you 9 different ways to promote your lead magnet as well as 18 

examples from leading marketing experts.

You don't necessarily need to use all the different ways to 

promote your lead magnet, but even using 2 or 3 of these 

strategies can help increase your optin conversions dramatically.

http://www.simplestartup.net/7-essential-elements-of-a-perfect-lead-magnet/


1. Landing Pages

When most people think of creating and promoting lead magnets, 

they think of the landing page.

Although there are many other great ways to promote your lead 

magnet -- which we'll go over in this post -- the landing page is 

still the most used and important in terms of conversions.

Landing pages are well suited for paid advertising because you 

can create pages that are extremely relevant to your target 

audience.

For example, I came across this lead magnet by Jeff Walker when I 

clicked on a Facebook Ad. It's very simple yet compelling. I want 

to know what the "one thing" is behind the most successful 

product launches.

Landing Page to WebinarLanding Page to Webinar

I've noticed a lot more marketers are starting to use webinars as

lead magnets on their landing pages. It's a great way to build

rapport, trust and credibility with your audience and the

conversion rates will tend to be higher than other types of lead



magnets.

Amy Porterfield offers a free live masterclass on webinars as a lead

magnet.

Neil Patel also offers an advanced customer acquisition webinar as

a landing page.

2. Featured Box
Adding a featured box in the hero section of your homepage can 

be a great way to get more optins because it's the first thing 

people see.



The homepage is usually the most highly visited page on a site, so

you'll get a lot of eyeballs on it.

Here's how a few savvy marketers use a featured box on their

homepage (notice also how all the forms are above the fold):

Brian Dean from Backlinko:

Brendon Burchard uses the featured box on his homepage

perfectly.

3. Popup Boxes
Popup boxes are those boxes that appear when you visit a

http://www.backlinko.com
http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Screen-Shot-2016-04-08-at-4.48.18-PM.png


website -- usually after a set amount of time (i.e 30 seconds).

Popup boxes are another great way to capture leads. In fact,

adding popup boxes have been known to increase conversions by

as much as 50%!

Note:Note: Although popup boxes are great, they can also get really

annoying if there's a popup on every single page of your site and

your visitor has to see repeatedly. So make sure to use it sparingly

and add certain conditions so that they don't distract or annoy

your reader.

You can easily create popup boxes using Thrive Leads,

OptinMonster, or Optimonk. The lead generation software we're

using at SimpleStartup to create these optin boxes is Thrive

Leads.

Here's how Brendon Burchard uses a popup box at brendon.com.

It's got a nice picture of him teaching the 5x50 productivity

principle in his studio.

It's also compelling since it's very specific, unique and relevant to

his target audience: aspiring high performers.

http://www.thrivethemes.com/leads
http://optinmonster.com
http://optimonk.com


Tim Ferris uses this popup box targeted towards people who

want to learn a foreign language. Notice that in this variation, you

can give the visitor the option to accept or decline.

4. Content Upgrades

http://fourhourworkweek.com/


Adding a lead magnet within the body of your article is called a

content upgrade.

A content upgrade can be anything (template, resource, tools,

etc.) as long as it's relevant to the post.

Because these lead magnets are so relevant content upgrades can

be a significant source of leads.

According to a Hubspot study, 47% to 93% of all their optins

came from content upgrades (or what they refer to as Anchor text

CTAs).

Here's how how it looks within the body of an article:

Here's another example of a content upgrade (this time within a

box to draw attention to it):

http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/blog-anchor-text-call-to-action-study
http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/content-upgrade.png


5. Sidebar
Another great and common place to add a lead magnet is in the

sidebar -- especially on your blog; it can help increase the amount

of optins you get.

I would recommend putting at least one lead magnet in the

sidebar so that you maximize your chances of someone signing

up.

Neil Patel offers a free traffic course on his QuickSprout blog.

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Screen-Shot-2016-04-05-at-4.32.50-PM.png


At Digital Marketer, you'll find this 10-minute social media audit

lead magnet on the sidebar of their blog.

It's a simple design, but a compelling offer. The red "free

download" draws the eyes to the offer.



6. Footer
Getting people to subscribe to your blog can be challenging. It's

also not as compelling as a lead magnet because you're not really

getting anything unique other than updates on the latest blog

posts.

However, it's still a great way to get people on your email list and

stay in touch.

Here's how Hubspot does it in the footer of their site:



Here's another example of a footer optin by Brian Dean:

7. End of the blog post
Placing a lead magnet at the end of a blog post can be effective.

Although it's not nearly as effective as a content upgrade --

Hubspot said it contributed to only 6% of the posts total leads --

it's still good to add one at the bottom of each of your blog posts.

Neil Patel added this end of the post lead magnet on one his SEO

posts:

http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/blog-anchor-text-call-to-action-study


Hubspot added this lead magnet on one of their writing posts:

Notice that it's not just a generic lead magnet that can apply to

anyone. It's targeted towards writers and it appealed to me since

I'm a writer.

8. Pinned Tweets
Not a lot of people use their twitter account to promote their lead

magnet. I didn't really take it seriously either until Mike Kawula

from Social Quant emphasized it in our email discussion:

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Screen-Shot-2016-04-08-at-12.14.17-PM.png
http://www.socialquant.net


"Engaging helps, creating good content and pin a tweet.
Pinned Tweets drive tons of traffic with what we do."

When people visit your twitter profile if it's the first thing they see

above the fold other than your header, bio and profile photo. So

this is prime real estate and great way to drive more traffic to your

lead magnet landing page.

Here's one from Jeff Bullas who is a prolific twitter user and

influencer.



9. Facebook CTAs
Another great place to add your lead magnet is to your Facebook

Page. Not a lot of business owners will use their page to promote

their lead magnet, but like twitter, you should use this prime real

estate to your advantage.

Here's how we do it at SimpleStartup:



Create Your First Lead
Magnet

Still don't know what lead magnet to create and how to create it?
Join lead magnet mastery course and get in-depth video tutorials

on how to create your first lead magnet from scratch.

ENROLL NOW

Notice that it's in 2 places: "Sign Up" and "Download FREE

Startup Guide" -- both CTAs are above the fold.

Final Thoughts:
Creating and promoting valuable and relevant lead magnets is

one of the most important things you can do for your business to

get more leads -- the lifeblood of your business.

There are many ways to promote your lead magnet, but if you

really want to accelerate your list growth, then you should use at

least a few of these strategies on your blog and social media

pages.

Here's a list of the 9 different ways to promote your lead magnet:

1. Landing pages

2. Featured box

3. Popup box

4. Content Upgrades

5. Sidebar

6. End of the Post

7. Footer

8. Pinned Tweets

9. Facebook CTAs

http://www.simplestartup.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Screen-Shot-2016-04-05-at-5.02.19-PM.png
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